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Introduction

During the past decade, the amount of digitised material has exploded, but they are not available to all researchers in an equal manner. The entrance to the field of digital humanities requires cultural and technological capital which excludes or marginalises researchers who do not have the skills to conduct digital analyses by themselves or do not have access to the organisational support. According to Matthew K. Gold, it is research-intensive universities containing sufficient financial and human resources that have been able to embrace the digital turn. Again, this ability to focus on digital research and hire personnel to carry out the analysis has formed a ‘circle of good’ stabilising their status within the field. Other universities, not to mention individual researchers, have been less fortunate, but simultaneously digital analysis tools increase the expectations that we as scholars are expected to accomplish.

Gender is one of the factors that seems to affect the ability of researchers to take part in the digital turn. Farida Umrani and Rehana Ghadially discuss the
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aspect of empowerment that is connected to the access of computers for women by using the division between ‘information rich’ and ‘information poor’ people. Even though their approach is connected to third-world countries and the use of computers in general, I find the division useful also in the context of digital humanities. Similarly, researchers within humanities and social sciences are nowadays divided into those who have skills and access to digital research methods and those who don’t. Based on stereotypical gender role expectations (such as viewing technology as masculine coded) with which most generations of current historians have been raised, men have often better opportunities to explore the field even if the starting point is the same with their female colleagues. The reason for this, as Miriam Posner has pointed out, is that middle-class white men are more likely to have been encouraged to explore with computers at a young age than women or other marginalised groups. At the same time, most present-day researchers are regardless of gender already to some extent participating in the digital turn as the mixing of traditional and new (digital) research practices have become a self-evident part of our present-day work as scholars, in the form of digital voice recorders, digital cameras and the use and analyses of digital texts and images.

In this chapter, I will discuss what is needed when a historical scholar with limited digital skills wants to take a step towards learning how to conduct digital analyses, towards becoming a digital historian. As a feminist historian, I will combine this approach with a discussion of the relation of feminist research and digital humanities. In line with practice in feminist research, I will be using a self-reflexive approach and asking how the increase in the understanding of digital methods influences our research questions in feminist history. Do digital humanities tools transform our work as feminist historians? How can digital analyses develop the field of gender history in general and the history of feminism in particular? Can a scholar who has limited technological skills engage with an informed and critical discussion with digitised materials?

Even though the main points of my chapter apply to all historical research, a focus on gender analysis is worth making as gender seems to have remained a rather limited category of analysis among digital historians. And although not all gender historians identify their work as feminist, there is a strong connection between the two, which makes the discussion of the relation between feminism and digital analysis a valid starting point for this chapter. The intention is not, however, to claim that there is a clear difference between feminist history and historical research in general, but to participate in the discussion of the meanings of feminist approaches to digital humanities and ponder why in particular feminist historians should be part of these discussions.

**Feminism and Digital Humanities**

At first, the combination of feminist research and digital analysis may seem as strange bedfellows, but for the past decade feminist digital humanities research
has been conducted in various fields in the Anglo-American world, in particular, and scholars have engaged in critical discussion of the relation between feminism and digital humanities. Some scholars have problematised this relation by deconstructing the gender-neutrality of digital analysis tools in order to find ways to overcome the divide between male producers and female users of computational tools. Others have asked how the use of a large amount of data fits with feminist research that relies on gender-sensitive reading. Scholars have also found similarities between feminist research and digital humanities approaches, such as collaborative research. According to Janine Solberg, feminist research and digital humanities may even form a fruitful pair since the idea of an ethical (feminist) researcher encourages the scholar to be open for multiple viewpoints and to position oneself as a researcher and conduct the research in a transparent manner (features that are also valued in digital humanities).

Discussion on a feminist approach to digital humanities has mainly focused on pondering how gender, race and other marginalising factors can be taken into account when compiling datasets and digital archives. In addition, the responsibility of feminist scholars to unsettle digital humanities’ ‘retro-humanist’ practices that maintain a canonical understanding of what is relevant to digitise have been pointed out. However, less has been written about the actual methodological practice of conducting a feminist digital humanities project. Nevertheless, there are some exceptions. In her insightful article on the US suffragette Frances Maule, Solberg, for example, points out how the new technology made it possible for her to find information about Maule, whose life was relatively unknown when she discovered her. At the same time, new information that she was able to find thanks to digitised material changed the interpretations of Maule’s texts used by Solberg in her work. Thus, digitised data can help us to find sporadic information of our research subject and combine these pieces of information more easily than previously. Mass digitisation may also widen our opportunities to find traces of people who have been marginalised in the past or purely forgotten, which is consistent with the core ideas of feminist research.

In spite of the existing literature on feminism and digital humanities, feminist digital history seems to be an under-discussed area of study. For instance, scholars of feminist historiography of rhetoric, Jessica Enoch and Jean Bessette, argue that feminists have used digitally born materials to study women’s lives, but historians have rarely pondered how digital methods could widen their scope of study. A few exceptions have appeared in feminist literary history, in particular, but the field is still narrow. This seems problematic because the digital turn has already started a revolution in history which will potentially profoundly change our scholarship and require us to learn new tools, as Alexis Lothian and Amanda Phillips have formulated. Also due to this, gender-sensitive historians should start to pay attention to the challenges and opportunities that the digital turn will cause in our field.

The argument follows Solberg as well as Enoch and Bessette, who have demanded more discipline-specific discussions on the role of digital analysis tools and digital research materials. According to my understanding, a focus
on gender history is particularly important because, as an already marginalised sub-field of a traditionally masculine discipline, it may not otherwise be able to answer the demands of financers that have started to highlight the importance of digital methods. In addition, gender sensitivity is needed to guarantee that digitisation of archival sources and other material such as print media or books do not focus solely on canonical pieces or notable people of history. Even though gender has been written into history increasingly since the 1960s, digitised collections often maintain gender bias when men’s history tends to be viewed as more important. Furthermore, a move towards more digitally aware research may require that gender historians, alongside gender scholars in other fields, start to discuss how women’s and other minority groups’ abilities to conduct digital humanities research could be supported. However, the intention of this chapter is not to strengthen the essentialist notion of women as less capable than men of conducting digital analysis, but by using my own research field as a starting point to instead problematise what is needed to support scholars such as myself who do not have the basic digital skills, making it difficult to start on their own.

Taking the First Steps in the World of Digital Humanities

In Finland, the first computer started to operate in 1958 and a relatively rapid computerisation has taken place in the country since the 1960s. This has also had its effect on research. Historian Viljo Rasila was already writing about computer-assisted research in 1967 and used these kinds of methods in his work. However, when I began my studies at university as a fresh undergraduate student in 1999, I did not own a computer, and neither did many other students at this time. Computer-assisted methods did not belong to the curriculum and in spite of the accelerating computerisation of the Western world, for many they remained primarily a tool for writing and for using publishing or photo programs. This applied also to my relationship with computers, which explains why I never learned to understand properly how computers work as operational systems. For me, computers remained tools that I used to write and I knew only as much of them as was needed to complete that task.

As a scholar who began her postgraduate studies in the mid-2000s, I was even able to conduct my PhD studies without ever hearing the words ‘digital humanities’. I first became familiar with the field as late as in 2015 when editing an article on that matter for a Finnish peer-reviewed journal as part of my duties as a sub-editor. I became instantly intrigued; but for a person with limited IT skills; it felt overwhelming to even try to figure out how I could use the approach in research. As for many, I assume, the first push towards this took place after a year while I was writing a research proposal for a major financing body and tried to figure out how I could elevate the state of art so that my project would be successful in receiving funding. I started to read digital humanities literature and tried to understand what all this could mean for my project.
By reading the texts, I started to realise that digital humanities projects were often collaborative initiatives (that is, not everyone needs to know how to code). However, at that time, I was working as a visiting scholar at a Swedish university with a Finnish research grant, which meant I found it difficult to start looking for collaborative partners. How could I even start to look for them, I was asking myself. In short, I lacked the institutional support as well as technical skills that would have helped me to explore the field on my own.

For a year, every now and then, I read articles on digital humanities, some of which made more sense to me than others. I was, for instance, exhilarated to find out that distant reading could be combined with close reading, the latter of which is the method I am most familiar with. However, the basic question remained the same: How could I start to understand the process of the analysis? Simultaneously, I changed universities and my new colleagues helped me to find pages that offered guidance for different analysis tools, such as The Programming Historian, but it still felt difficult to start learning on my own. Luckily, in the spring of 2018, I was selected for the practical course on digital humanities organised by the project ‘From Roadmap to a Road Show’ led by Mats Fridlund. It turned out to be the first step towards understanding what digital humanities could actually mean for my historical research. As my project, I selected a small-scale case study of the use of the word ‘naisasialiike’ (women’s suffrage movement) in the biggest national newspaper Päivälehti (1889–1904) / Helsingin Sanomat (1904–) at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries.

Learning by One’s Mistakes

Janine Solberg has argued that digital environments can be used as safe spaces to test our research ideas.17 In her work, Solberg did not rely on big data, but used digitised material to trace pieces of information of her research subject. However, her argument also seems suitable for a scholar who combines a big data approach with close reading of a relatively small pool of data, as is the case in this chapter.

Previously, I had used the National Library of Finland’s digital newspaper archive from time to time to look for information. However, I had only used the search option, without trying to familiarise myself with the platform. Due to this, I had the habit of writing down the texts that interested me and it was only when preparing the data for the course that I realised that an OCR view of the text would make it easier to gather the data. However, from the literature, I had learned that not all letters would necessarily appear the same in the OCR text as they were in the original.18 This was painfully clear concerning the material from Päivälehti, in which the articles were published by using fraktur, an old German font type. For instance, the machine was unable to recognise the letter ‘w’ as such, but it was often written with ‘m’ or with a combination of two letters such as ‘n’ and ‘i’. Also similar kinds of errors took place with other letters such as ‘s’, which had different kinds of typographical variations in the
original text. Furthermore, wider spacing of words which was used to highlight certain words in the newspaper texts, such as surnames, caused trouble for the machine. More importantly, the machine was unable to recognise the newspaper columns which ran in an uneven manner at that time. This meant that the OCR view did not include texts in the order they were mentioned, and I had to copy the paragraphs manually. This included removing paragraphs that were not part of the article I was interested in and ascertaining that all the paragraphs of my article had been copied to the file. Due to these problems, the OCR view made it only slightly easier to prepare the material than my original manner of writing everything manually. While the newest articles might have had only a couple of errors, older texts were often impossible to understand based on the OCR. This meant that I had already read through some of the texts while correcting the OCR, making me familiar with the material. The same kinds of problems have also been noticed by other scholars who have problematised the idea of digital analysis as a rapid way to conduct research with newspaper material.  

My first experience with any kind of a data analysis software took place in May 2018, when I participated in the earlier-mentioned digital history course. Based on my project abstract, in which I had suggested that I would use a statistical natural language processing tool called MALLET for carrying out topic modelling analysis of the data, I had been assigned to a MALLET group led by the digital historian Mila Oiva. In addition, Juho Savela was providing technical support. My first challenge on the course was to learn to understand what can be made when using the command prompt of my computer. After that, I learned some basic commands for MALLET which helped me to start playing around with the material. Thus, the course gave me a basic understanding of how the command prompt functions worked and what I as a researcher could do with the material by using MALLET. However, the process of writing this chapter has been a test in which I have used MALLET and my own computer as a safe space for learning more by using the ‘learn by your mistakes’ method. Gradually, this has deepened my understanding of the process, even though there are still many things I do not understand.

One of the major revelations during the process has been that combining digitised material with technologically assisted analysis needs suitable research questions. According to Solberg, digital tools change our ways of discovering, accessing and making sense of the past. To be more specific, digital environments can reorientate us ‘both physically and conceptually’ if we choose to be active technology users instead of remaining as passive users of them. Similarly, Jacqueline Wernimont has defined the division of male creators and female users of digital tools as one of the critical questions that feminist digital humanities needs to address. Furthermore, other feminist scholars have engaged in critical discussion of what is enough to make the field more diverse and whether the ability to code is a necessity for all digital humanities scholars. In my case, the move towards a more active user of digital tools meant...
that my original research questions changed during the process. I realised that MALLET would not be the best option to trace the transnational influences of feminist ideas as I had originally thought. Instead, it offered a window towards the variety of topics connected to which the word *naisasialiike* was used. In the following, I will outline the process of carrying out the analysis as well as ponder whether digital analysis of a relatively small pool of newspaper articles can bring new information concerning the early feminist movement in Finland.

**The Importance of Search Words**

In the project plan, I outlined the research period to cover the years between 1889 and 1929. I used *Päivälehti*’s first publishing year as a starting point for the search period because the first women’s organisation *Finsk Kvinnoförening —Suomen Naisyhdistys* had been established five years earlier in 1884. The period ends in 1929, when the New Marriage Law was approved in Finland, forming one kind of an end point for the early feminist movement. When outlining the period like this, I assumed that it would consist of a reasonable amount of data that I could use in my analysis. Surprisingly, the number of texts using the word *naisasialiike* proved to be relatively low. The search brought 51 results, one of which was a list of literature for Christmas presents. Because the list contained only one item that was relevant for the theme, I did not take it into account. Other hits were mentions as part of larger articles dealing with various women’s organisations and their gatherings or books that dealt with women’s issues. Additionally, the pool of data consisted of few notifications for meetings organised by the Women’s Feminist Union (*Naisasialiitto Unioni*), among others.

The search also brought to light other astonishing revelations. At first, the word *naisasialiike* seems not to have belonged to the newspaper’s vocabulary at all, since the first hit was from the year 1896 (12 years after the first women’s organisation had been established). Before 1900, the word *naisasialiike* had been used only five times and continued to be used quite rarely until the 1920s: between 1900 and 1920, it appeared 12 times. Thus, it seems that the word made its breakthrough in the 1920s, even though it was still used only occasionally. This is slightly surprising because the 1920s was a relatively quiet period in the Finnish women’s movement compared to earlier decades.

One explanation for the concentration of the use of *naisasialiike* may be that, during the 1920s, it was used as a retrospective term to look back on the history of the women’s movement. However, throughout the studied period, it appears also as an umbrella term that was used to refer to women’s emancipatory demands of its own time. In other words, *naisasialiike* seems to have become a label that was used both by the women’s movement activists and their opponents, and it was accepted by the newspaper’s editorial office. Thus, the question remains: Why did the most active years of early feminism as
a movement in Finland not cause wider coverage in the pages of *Päivälehti / Helsingin Sanomat*? The question is particularly interesting because the word *naisasialiike* is the one that is commonly used in the research to refer to the early feminist movement in Finland. Due to this, it could have been assumed that the word had appeared in public discussion at the turn of the century.

When looking for answers to the above-mentioned question, it is worth taking into account that the results would have been different if I had used different search words. For instance, Hieke Huistra and Bram Mellink have reminded us that a digital humanities scholar needs to choose the right search words to receive reliable results. However, the problem is that a topic can be described with a variety of words that appear at different times, the meaning of which may change in different contexts and throughout the studied period. In *Päivälehti / Helsingin Sanomat*, the words ‘feminismi’ (feminism) and ‘feministi’ (a feminist) received 11 hits respectively between 1889 and 1929, but the usage of them took place mostly before the 1920s. The word ‘naisliike’ (women’s movement), which refers to all kinds of women’s organising (both feminist and non-feminist), received 255 hits, which suggests that issues relating to women’s status in society were not yet directly connected to feminist organising at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. The most comprehensive word was ‘naisasia’, which received 897 hits. It was used for the first time in 1890, after which it appeared continuously throughout the research period, suggesting that women’s issue as a theme was part of the public discussion of its time, but it was not connected to a specific movement per se. An analysis of the usage of the word *naisasia* would, therefore, give us a more comprehensive understanding of the early feminism in Finland, but the cleaning of the material would also require a considerable amount of work, which was not possible in the scope of this chapter. Furthermore, such big data would have made it difficult to use this process as an opportunity to reflect on the relation between feminist research and digital humanities. Comparison of the usage of various words dealing with women’s issues nevertheless reveals the development of terminologies which has been shown to be one of the strongest sides of big data analysis. However, as Alex Mold and Virginia Berridge remind us, these kinds of results also need to be contextualised and triangulated with other sources/traditional research methods in order to receive a more accurate understanding of the results provided by the digital analysis.

As pointed out earlier, a close reading of research material is one of the cornerstones of feminist research, and digitised computer reading of big data seems to be in contradiction to this. One solution to overcome this conflict is to combine computer-assisted analysis with close reading of the material or parts of it, as Johan Jarlbrink, Pelle Snickars and Christian Colliander have suggested, among others. Based on my small-scale project, a combination of distant and close reading is not only necessary to validate the results, but the combination also gives new perspectives on the material—one example of which is the connection between national and transnational discussion in Finnish feminism.
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Previous scholars who have worked with archival material or used media texts in a more traditional manner have extensively shown how the so-called first-wave feminism was committed to national issues in Finland even though the early feminists, at the same time, had wide transnational networks. For instance, Alexandra Gripenberg saw women’s emancipation as necessary for human progress and therefore it had to be strived for universally. Simultaneously, her work towards women’s emancipation was tied with nationalism. Both sides of early feminism also appear in my data, which I recognised while cleaning the material for the analysis. However, the digital analysis also revealed different nuances in the dynamics between national and transnational aspects of early Finnish feminism, as will be shown in the last section of this chapter.

How the Analysis Was Made

The project was started by preparing the dataset of 50 texts for the analysis, after which I conducted topic modelling with 10, 15 and 20 topics. At first, the topics produced by MALLET seemed like a foreign language to me and the fact that every round of analysis could bring different kinds of word lists was puzzling. Even though I was mechanically able to make the right commands, the ability to start the analysis required a new way of interpreting the lists produced by the computer. This I could not have done without the guidance of Mila Oiva, who patiently used her own research as an example to walk me through the process of shifting my way of thinking. Learning a new way of interpreting the word lists was not the only challenge: I also had some problems with stop-words. Some of them kept popping up in the topics even though I had added them to the list. However, the final round of topic modelling offered satisfactory clean topics even if they still contained some of the listed stop-words, such as the foreign words ‘del’, ‘und’ and ‘des’, as well as abbreviations such as ‘klo’. Because the pool of data was small, I chose to make the analysis based on 10 topics, which brought the clearest image of the data (see Table 9.1).

Three out of 10 topics pointed out to transnational exchange of ideas with words that referred to foreign countries in general or by name and to nationalities or countries in plural. However, there were differences between these three topics. While the first one clearly referred to international connections in media in forms of news reports, the second one attached internationalism to the past of the women’s movement and the third topic connected international connections and women’s movement congresses, pointing to the transnational nature of the women’s movement. Other topics were clearly national by nature, but nationalism became a marker for only one of them which included the word ‘isänmaan’ (nation’s), for instance.

Otherwise, the topics emphasised meetings of various women’s organisations and particular individuals such as Maikki Friberg. Four of the topics include words referring to men. Two of them seem to point to the negotiation
Table 9.1: Topic modelling with 10 topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>kongressin ihmiset del ulkomailla suoma-laiset teki sisältää ranskan lehdet pitäen prete otettiin tavoin kansainliiton merkitsee helsingissä tahi monessa aihetta italialaista</td>
<td>kansainvälisyyys, kongressit, uutisointi internationality, congresses, news coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>suomen osaston naisliiton lucina tohtori puhui helsingin naisten ohjelma maan lintui olga lausui opettaja esitti hagmanin kuulla alko unioninin</td>
<td>naisasialäärjestöt, kokoukset, raportointi women’s organisations, meetings, reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>puhuja tehşä elämän naisen lapset suurta mies elämä piti yleinen miehet tehtävä määrässä äiti olosuhteet elää nuori sai alusta tehtäy</td>
<td>kokoukset, nainen, rooli, mies, lapsi meetings, a woman, roles, a man, a child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>naisten naiset saa saada työtä naisia miesten kodin osaa yhteiskunnan osa naisille pois lopuksi maan saanut ulkopuolella muutamia olemassa nähdien</td>
<td>nainen, rooli, julkinen elämä a woman, roles, public life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>owat nainen naisen naisasialiikkeen maissa naisasialiikke olivat syntynyt toiminnan joukko vuotta naisyhdistyksen asema eiwät työn maassa osasto omasta toimintaa kehityksen</td>
<td>kansainvälisyyys, ylirajaisuus, historia internationality, transnational, history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>naisten suomen kotitalouden liiton hyväksi klo alalla esitelmä seurasi suomessa nykyjään kokous saksan liitto ohjelmassa kaikissa saapunut kansallisliiton suomi esitelmän</td>
<td>kokoukset, kansainvälisyyys, naisasialäärjestöt meetings, internationality, women’s organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mies professori miehen nim nainen naista naisen voimah elätää perheessä mielestä arvoa ensinkään prof suhteessa tunnettu pitää olevien määrän käy</td>
<td>mies, arvio, nainen rooli a man, review, a woman’s role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ibsenin tuli ibsen lapsia väkijuomien tyttöjen naimisiin perintönä isä ammatin runouden paloviina lopuksi liitto ohjelma saapunut konsallisliiton suomi esitelmän</td>
<td>Ibsen, raittius, mies, nainen rooli, äitiys Ibsen, temperance, a man, a woman’s role, motherhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>suomen kansan lasten laki maamme oikeus eduskunnassa rouva äänioikeus pitäisi asioissa itsellen lain yleisesti miehen kansamme toimintaan isänmaa j.n.e tietä</td>
<td>naisten asema, äitiys, kansallisuus saate women’s status, motherhood, nationalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>warten dagmar von die hywin sai wiime saawat warsin rahaston walittiin prior naisasia hyväksi woi des anne tiedekunnassa und erityinen</td>
<td>naisasia, keskeiset henkilöt women’s issue, main persons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author.
between women’s and men’s roles, while others bring men’s point of view to the women’s question to the centre. This can be explained with the variety of writers and their relation to the women’s movement. Texts that appeared in the regular column of the Women’s Feminist Union were most probably written by women’s movement activists themselves, as were some other texts published in the paper. However, other texts presented opinions of prominent men. Motherhood is part of three topics, whereas temperance appears to be part of only one topic. The emphasis on women’s maternal roles seems accurate because, during the early 20th century, bourgeois women argued on behalf of a social motherhood locating motherhood as women’s most important task in the society. According to Sulkunen and others, this bipartisan citizenship was supported by a majority of Finnish women by the 1920s. On the contrary, the marginal role of temperance within the topics is slightly surprising.

What do the above-mentioned outlines tell us about the data? First, as an unexperienced user of MALLET, as pointed out earlier, I began the process by staring at the list of keywords offered by the software without really knowing how I could interpret them. Due to this, I used the scattered ideas I had gained of the texts while carrying out the above-presented classification, even though I had not read all the texts with a similar intensity. Thus, a combination of digital analysis and a close reading of the material helped me to pinpoint the topics that might have otherwise remained unnoticed. Second, the strength of the digital analysis is in its manner of presenting the data in a different form, which highlights certain patterns. In this case, it is evident that the discussion on the women’s movement was conducted as part of the Finnish public sphere and nationally topical issues. Simultaneously, foreign countries served as a standard reference point and the women’s movement appeared as a transnational phenomenon even though it was connected to national discussions. Third, the public discussion offered room also for men to define their stance towards the women’s issue. Fourth, rather surprisingly, certain milestones in the development of women’s status were not connected to the women’s movement in the public debate. For instance, themes such as women’s suffrage (1906) and the New Marriage Law (1929) did not raise discussion in which the word naisa­sialiike had been used.

Thus, it is evident that digitised material has the potential to show us surprising results, features that we don’t expect to find from the material, as Mold and Berridge have pointed out. However, to be able to understand these results more profoundly, they need to be contextualised both thematically and journalistically. That is to say that computer-assisted analysis also needs a human to contextualise the results (an example of which are media texts that should not be seen as a number of separate articles, but instead as part of the publication context of their time). For instance, the length of articles had great variation at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. Päivälehti / Helsingin Sanomat published short news and reports as well as extensively long congress reports, which were often several pages in length. Potentially, this affects the results as I assume has been the case with the discussion on temperance. Based on the
topic modelling, temperance had a relatively minor role in the public discussion, but based on close reading of the data it was a recurring theme within the material. However, it was not discussed as part of the longer articles, but only mentioned briefly in other texts. Elsewhere, I have also argued the need to bear editorial practices in mind while historians use media texts to make interpretations of past phenomena. This is particularly important while using digitised materials that easily shadow the journalistic processes behind the texts by taking them out of the context. In my opinion, contextualising may also form the bridge that brings digital humanities and feminist history closer together, moving them from being strange bedfellows to being a functional pair.

**Conclusion**

In this self-reflexive chapter, I have discussed my own road to digital humanities, a journey which has actually only just begun. I believe that my reflections correlate with those of many of my fellow historians and other humanists who have started their scholarly work before the increasing digitisation of the society and are now trying to figure out how the digital methods can be used. What did I learn when conducting my small-scale case study?

Based on my experience, I agree with Solberg, who has argued that digital environments create ‘new ways of interacting with’ the material. I would like to add that, at least for scholars with limited digital skills, they offer an opportunity to conduct the research in a more self-aware manner, when every step of the process needs more thought than a traditional research day working with paper archives, for instance. For a feminist scholar, digital humanities may also serve as a channel for emancipation if the scholar chooses to actively participate in the process of analysis instead of relying on the results produced by IT support. However, to be able to do this, we need the support from our universities to focus on this kind of a large-scale project that also requires time for learning new skills.

My experience clearly demonstrates that conducting a basic digital analysis is possible even for a beginner if she receives sufficient support to carry it out. Additionally, the practice is the best way to increase one’s understanding of digital analysis. When the understanding increases, the research questions become more accurate at the same time. Within the limits of this small-scale project, the results were not mind-blowing, but they merely strengthened the results of other scholars focusing on the intertwined relation between national and transnational in the history of early feminism. However, the data also reveals new and previously unresearched questions, such as the use and development of vocabulary relating to women’s issues in Finland. Furthermore, results of big data analysis expose new ways of perceiving the material which may revolutionise gender history by revealing gender in places that previous research has been unable to grasp. By also challenging feminist scholars to take a step back
and examine the material from a distance, digital humanities has the potential to change our understanding of gendered patterns in the past.

These questions require more sophisticated digital analysis than has been possible in this chapter, but it is an inspiring direction towards which I hope to be able to move, alongside other feminist historians in the future. One way to do this is to develop grassroots digitisation projects in which gender, race and other marginalising factors could be taken into account when selecting the objects of digitisation. These kinds of projects have the possibility of developing the field by producing more localised and situated data collections that challenge the history we are writing and offer a broader participation in digital history work also for those with basic technological skills.\footnote{35}

Notes

1 Huistra & Mellink 2016: 221.
2 Gold 2012. See also Earhart & Taylor 2016.
3 Solberg 2012: 67.
5 Posner 2012.
7 See, e.g., Kurvinen & Timosaari 2016.
8 Wernimont 2013.
9 See, e.g., Rhody 2016.
10 Solberg 2012, 66. See also, e.g., McKee & Porter 2010: 155–156.
11 See, e.g., Risam 2015.
12 Solberg 2012: 59–60, 70.
13 Enoch & Bessette 2013.
15 Solberg 2012; Enoch & Bessette 2013.
19 See, e.g., Mold & Berridge 2018: 7.
21 Wernimont 2013.
22 See, e.g., Bailey 2011; Posner 2012.
24 Saarimäki 2018: 75.
28 Kinnunen 2016: 653.
29 Sulkunen 1989; see also Saarimäki 2018: 74.
30 See also Jarlbrink, Snickars & Colliander 2016.
31 Mold & Berridge 2018.
32 Kurvinen 2018; Huistra & Mellink 2016: 221.
33 Kurvinen 2018.
34 Solberg 2012: 68.
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